
 
 
QUESTIONS FOR MPS RFP 21-09; MPS LIT LEASED OR LEASED DARK & INTERNET SERVICE  

  

1. On page 20 of the RFP can you please explain what you are looking for in regard to Item E. It references 
section III, F,but that is Fees and Cost. Is this question wanting the same content as Item D, MPS reports?  

a. Item E on page 2 should refer to network performance reports.  

 

2. For sites that are located at the same building, can you clarify if you want just one pair of fiber supporting all 
entities at that location, or will you require a pair of fiber for each entity?  

a. Entities can have specific fiber pairs but all terminate at the main site mpop.  

 

3. Can you please define the bandwidth needs for each site for the dark fiber equipment?  
a. All sites regardless if connected via dark fiber should be on a 1 gig capable connection.  

 

4. On the equipment tab, the MPLS ACADEMY & CAREER CENTER and ADULT BASIC EDUCATION -North 
Campus are highlight in yellow. Is there a reason these sites are highlighted?  

a. No significance -highlighting should have been removed (highlight was reminder to update E-rate 
data)   

 

5. What are the distances from the Hub locations to each site?  
a. We can provide a district map with where current hub sites are as well as all building physical 

addresses.  We are open to different network design/topology.  

 

6. In section 3. Category 1 Network Equipment, item b, .1 Any proposals for equivalent equipment must 
include an explanation outlining how the proposed equipment offers the same functionality as the example 
make and model. No Cisco model is referenced in the RFP, please clarify or provide.  

a. Intent is for same/similar/comparable hardware from a performance and support standpoint to 
the Cisco brand that we are accustomed to using. Enterprise level hardware is a requirement.  

 

7. How many external IP’s are assigned to devices that would need to be changed with a new provider?  
a. 2 per site, for around 140. Plus all of the NATs for a total of around 300. We do own a /18 for a 

total of 16K public IP, we run our own BGP and have our AS # as well. We expect to be able to 
continue advertising our network in this way.  

 

8. Do you have open ports on the devices at each of the location so we could add the new circuit to a newport, 
and then remove the old?  

a. If leveraging current routers, we should be able to accommodate this.  



 
 
 

9. Do you have hardware that will accept a 100 G handoff? If not, will you be procuring it?  
a. No and we haven’t planned on that. If that is what is proposed in the build, then the capable 

hardware should be included. We are currently using hardware capable of 10G provided by our 
current ISP.  

 

10. At the locations that serve multiple schools/programs (for example Anthony Middle School and Kenny 
Community) would you want separate connections for each or do you want to maintain these as shared 
connections?  

a. We are open to different build options. We would like a handoff at each site.  

 

11. Are you currently using 1500 IP V4 addresses? What are they being used for? What is your plan to migrate 
to IP v6?  

a. We are not currently using 1500 IPV4 addresses. We do own a /18 for a total of 16K available 
addresses. We are currently using a few hundred. We do not have a plan to migrate to IPv6 at this 
time.  

 

12. Any historical property issues we might face during the construction phase, historical landmark status, etc?  
a. Not to our knowledge.  

 

13. Is there currently a dmarc at each property?   
a. Yes (but owned by CTL)  

 

14.  Does MPS own conduit from the boulevard “public right of way" to the dmarc at each property, if so does 
MPS own the hand hole?  

a. No, this is owned by CTL  

 

15. Is there a common entry point at the properties that communication providers share?  
a. There is an entry point at each location, whether it’s shared by providers depends on the site.  

 

16. Does MPS have conduit from the entrance point into the building to the dmarc or will USI need to run its 
own internal conduit?   

a. MPS does not own the conduit from the entry point to the dmarc.  

 

17. Can USI mount a NID on the outside of the properties for troubleshooting?  
a. Unsure on this one. I will have to get direction from Facilities Management on this.  



 
 
 

18. Will USI be allocated space on a wall or rack space to place its fiber termination equipment at the 
properties?  

a. Yes  

 

19. Is the dmarc secured at each location?  Will USI have access to dmarc after hours for 
repair/troubleshooting?  

a. Dmarc should be secured. Access would have to be chaperoned inside MPS buildings after hours.  

 

20. Does each location have UPS/generator power available?   
a. Yes  

 

21. Is the dmarc at each location ventilated to exhaust excess heat?  
a. Not necessarily. Site dependent.  

 

22. Is the MPS current network model full layer 2 mesh or hub and spoke, does all traffic flow to a hub location 
internally?  ie, school A needs to communicate with school B, does this traffic go via Hub1 or Hub2?  

a. the MOE network is full mesh, but MPS then runs OSPF routing on top of that which 
effectively turns it into a hub and spoke where all schools have a route back to both hubs. 
Half of the schools prefer one hub and half prefer the other, all routing between schools 
will first hit their preferred hub and then the preferred hub of the school they are 
communicating to. 

 

23. BGP at hub locations only, correct?  
a. Yes  

 

24. Internet public IP addresses currently owned by MPS?  
a. 205.215.128.0/18  

 

25. Can you provide the MPS BGP ASN?  
a. AS 26638  

 

26. Question on a few schools. The spreadsheet has ANISHINABE ACADEMY shared with Sullivan Community 
which are over 2 miles apart as the crow flies.  ANISHINABE ACADEMY and HIAWATHA COMMUNITY 
(Hiawatha Campus) are next to each other. Do we assume these are the two that share?  

a. Anishinabe & Sullivan do share and they are in the same building.  



 
 

b. Anishinabe and Hiawatha do not share and are ~3 miles from one another.  

 

27. Can you please verify the 143 E 19th Ave S, Children’s Residential Treatment Center – we believe the right 
address should be 143 E 19th St?  

a. Yes, the correct address should be 143 E 19th St.  

 

28. Another site in question is the Detention Center 350 S 4th St.  -- Could be in the Minneapolis City Hall, but 
the address and KMZ show it in the middle of street on 4th St?  Can you please confirm where this is 
located?  

a. The correct address should be:  
i. 510 Park Ave, Minneapolis, MN 55415 (Stadium View School, Minneapolis) 


